Way Forward-IOC Workshop

Setting the Stage

Prioritization

Project Concepts

Way Forward

IOC: Science and Operational tools for IACCOC
AF will assist MS
We can do it!!!

MS Selected Priorities:
Coastal Erosion, Fisheries, Drought & Floods
ICZM

Senegal, Madagascar, Morocco, Kenya
Sharing Experiences and Learning Draft AF Projects

Network ANIAOC= Peoples, Projects and Sites
Projects Approved by AF DA <> EE <> NIE <> MIE
Capacity Developed for Projects
Regional Collaboration

Submitting Project Proposals: Engagement National Decision-Makers
CD <> Follow up workshop? When and Where? Objectives
Remote collaboration
What Brings Us Together?

Share, Collaborate, Communicate
AF, COP16, Other Venues

Addressing / Implementing
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